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2012 product line

Type

spoke

spoke

universal

Number of LEDs

10

32

16

Full color

yes

yes

yes

colors and themes

colors and themes with
MonkeyFX generation

colors and themes

Customization
Battery type

3 X AA

Battery life

3 X AA

40 hours

25 hours

30 hours

yes

yes

yes

some 16in, all 20in+ wheels

20in+ wheels

all bicycles

105 g

130 g

165 g

yes

yes

yes

Anti-theft system
Fit

3 X AA

Weight
Waterproof IP-67
Availability

January 2012

March 2012

TBA

®

Monkey Light M210

The Monkey Light® M210 is a rugged, practical, high performance
bicycle light that keeps you visible
in all weather conditions. The M210
straps to your spokes and displays
brilliant patterns on your spinning
wheel.

Mini Monkey

10 ultra bright
LEDs

Full color

Waterproof
for use in all
weather

Choose
themes and
colors anytime

Durable solid
rubber construction

Hub mount
keeps wheel
balanced

Straps to
spokes with
vibration proof
3-point mount

®

Monkey Light M232
Party Monkey

32 ultra bright
LEDs

Full color

Waterproof
for use in all
weather

When the sun goes down stay visible - the
Monkey Light® M232 turns your evening bike ride into an instant party. The
MonkeyFX system creates thousands of
amazing patterns in your spinning bicycle
wheel. With cutting edge digital light art,
the M232 is sure to get you noticed at
night.

MonkeyFX -cre
ates thousands
of changing pat
terns and colors

Durable solid
rubber -con
struction

Hub mount
keeps wheel
balanced

Straps to
spokes with
vibration proof
3-point mount

®

Monkey Light F216

The Monkey Light® F216 is a universal light
that mounts anywhere on your bicycle. The
F216 has two flexible light strips that bend
to the shape of your frame and light up the
night. Choose any color you like and use it
as a headlight, taillight, ground effect - or
get creative!

Flexi Monkey

16 ultra bright
LEDs

Full color

Waterproof
for use in all
weather

Choose
themes and
colors any
time

Durable solid
rubber con
struction

Universal Fit

Flexible form
fits to curved
frames

Video Pro Wheel Screen
The Video Pro is a fully functional video
screen built into a bicycle wheel. The most
advanced wheel display in the world, the
video pro is designed for the advertisment
and marketing industries. This revolutionary screen is fully contained within a bicycle
wheel. 256 ultra-bright LEDs create a stunning and unique display that is sure to turn
heads.
The display is fully
stabilized, uniquely
transparent and
easily viewed from
most angles. Completely weatherproof and shock resistant the system
is self-contained
and appropriate for all-weather use on city
streets.
The Video Pro is exclusively sold and rented
through full service specialized Audio Visual
distributors.

®

MonkeyLectric LLC
Founded in 2007, MonkeyLectric LLC is based in California, USA
and focused on creating innovative bicycle lights.
Our mission is to promote bicycling by making cycling at night
safer and more fun. We only manufacture environmentally safe
products that are lead free and RoHS compliant.
With warehouses in the United States and the Netherlands
we are prepared to work with clients worldwide.

Contact
email: info@monkeylectric.com
T/+1-617-417-2408 (GMT-8)
F/ +1-617-209-1068
www.monkeylectric.com
San Francisco, California

